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A stirring revolution in fragrance that finally allows you to fully express 
exactly who you are — moment to moment. A revolution that demands a 
return to quality and individuality!

Waft’s innovative personalised fragrances empower you to design your 
own unique perfumes, based on your specific preferences and tastes — the 
scents that make you smile and feel alive. Imagine that, a fragrance that 
transforms with you, throughout the day.

Stack: AWS, MongoDB, Node.js, AngularJS 2.





Lineslip platform works like you do! 

Designed by experienced insurance professionals for  insurance 
professionals  One intuitive platform to manage the risk marketing 
process from data gathering to generating the client proposal.

All team members can collaborate efficiently with our workflow 
integrated chat function without dozens of emails.

Stack: Azure, MS SQL, Web API 2, AngularJS.





Are you lawyer and you have a lot of cases and customers. 

"Stohn and partnere“ lawyer firm reqested a development of such 
system which makes bookkeeping so easy.

Stohn Accounting Management system - helps you manage all 
transactions in your business. You always will know how much  money 
you received and how many spent, which clients owe money to you.

Stack: Azure, Web API 2, WPF.





Spatial is software development and services focusing on spatial 
information technology, ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems, BI 
(Business Intelligence) systems, integration of spatial technology with 
ERP and BI, provider of web-based GIS product to corporate clients.

SaaS geoformation system. Each app has an administrator, and the 
administrator can: subscribe to different functionality access and upload 
different map data access different options from the current menu.

Stack: Azure, MS SQL, WebAPI 2, AngularJS.





Pulse is our internal profiling and QA tool.

It’s designed for developers to use everyday as they write & test their own 
code. Pulse answers the question of “What just happened” in my code. Find 
slow SQL queries, web service calls, etc. View logging, debug, & trace 
statements. Runs in the background and is always there when you need it.

Stack: Azure, MS SQL, Web API 2, AngularJS.





Clay County is a beautiful county just over 600 square miles that 
diversely encompasses urban, suburban and rural lifestyles. The natural 
resources are exquisite and have a history that attracted the historic 
families of the Northeast to this area. 

The Clay County Chamber of Commerce seeks to develop and promote
programs that provide services and support specifically oriented to the
small business sector of the Chamber membership.

Stack: Azure, MS SQL, DNN 7.





Document generation & reporting for Salesforce made easy.

Simplify document generation and delivery to eliminate errors, increase 
productivity and save money. Create personalized templates that produce 
consistent output every time. 

Easily scale solutions to produce 1,000s of documents per day without 
increasing staff resources. Create & deliver documents, reports in Word, 
HTML email & PDF from any standard/custom object.

Stack: Azure, MS SQL, Web API 2, AngularJS.





Kudizo Community is a social-collaboration software designed for small, 
medium and large enterprises. It is full featured social community platform 
with unlimited design capability to ensure it fits with your styling. 

It provides an interactive, compelling and engaging social community, 
which will definitely improve satisfaction, raise awareness, and boost sales 
of your products.

Stack: Azure, MS SQL, DNN 7.




